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OUT OF STOCK
Bringing Aboriginal peoples back
into the picture
In an uncredited photo, an Aboriginal man dressed in
traditional regalia stands in the foreground with a row
of uniformed Canadian Mounties blurred behind him.
The image accompanied a story entitled, "5 Problems
Facing the Aboriginal People of Canada," published

In other cases, even racist imagery is avail
able. On the stock-image site Dreamstime,
you won't find any Aboriginal students when
searching "Aboriginal school," but you will
find several shots of Caucasian children
wearing face paint and headdresses made of
crafting feathers and cartoon illustrations
of a man with long dark, braided hair and a
headband, simply labled, "Indian." Fotosearch.
corn's selection included the same images of

earlier this year on care2.com.

the cartoon man, now labled "Aborigine," in
addition to illustrations of two disembodied

The article examined current issues includ

Mitt Romney ad man, failed in its attempts

heads-one of which is a man with a gro

ing decreased child welfare programs and

to counter stereotypes about conservatives

tesque, scowling green face with a bone stuck

lack of access to healthcare to the large

when it was discovered that its images ap

through the hair at the top of his head.

number Aboriginal women who have gone

pearing alongside phrases like "Republicans

missing or were murdered and lack of

are black" and "Republicans read the New

police investigation into their cases. Even in

York Times in public" were grabbed from

a piece highlighting the need for culturally

stock-image sites and were not actual photo

appropriate care for the Aboriginal community,

graphs of Republicans.

it seemed as though the website had grabbed

because the editor hasn't done thorough

the story and wasn't concerned with the lazy

research, or hasn't checked their privilege,

visual shorthand.

or perhaps doesn't even care. But when it

and less costly for organizations like adver
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Sometimes a problematic photo is printed

a stereotypical stock image to go along with

Although stock photos are convenient

Regalia not required: Contemporary images of
Aboriginal peoples.
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comes to images of Aboriginal people, there
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may just not be any other images available.

tising firms, TV broadcast news companies,

While many groups are not adequately

and textbook publishers, who all pay a fee to

represented on stock-media sites, the limited

use images they need, editors and produc

selection of photos of Aboriginal peoples from

ers should be mindful about the images

Canada is nonetheless still surprising. In

they choose. Recently, the "Republicans Are

many cases, the selection is limited to people

People Too" campaign, started by a former

wearing regalia, or cartoonish illustrations.
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